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MANDO MERCS COSTUME CLUB
A NORTH CAROLINA NONPROFIT

OFFICIAL MEMBER RIGHTS & PRIVILEGES, DUTIES, AND
EXPULSION
As an official member of the Mando Mercs Costume Club (MMCC), your induction and membership into
this organization carries certain rights and responsibilities. To be called an Official Member of the
MMCC is the highest form of honor within the STAR WARS™ costume community, and carries with it
great respect. As an Official Member you are expected to uphold the highest traditions of the MMCC

Section 1. Official Member Rights & Privileges
As an Official Member, you have earned the following rights & privileges within the MMCC:
1. To represent the MMCC global community in-costume at events
2. To further education in Mandalorian costume and prop creation, becoming a better representative
of Mandalorian fandom and the MMCC organization
3. To participate in charitable events raising money for charities, children, and families in need
4. To run for and hold elected or appointed offices within the club
a. Requires official members NOT be in probationary status
b. Some international offices require a specific time as an Official Member, and may also
require previous command experience.
5. To cast a vote in clan and international elections
6. To be eligible, should you meet the criteria, for membership in certain MMCC auxiliary
organizations
a. MMCC Brigades
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b. Order of Ori’ramikad
To attend special Lucasfilm or Disney events as guests
To attend Official Member exclusive MMCC events
To purchase and wear specific Official Member-only club livery as well as general member livery
Inclusion on the eternal list of “Honored Remembered” official members who have passed away.

Member rights may be permanently added or removed through the result of an International Command
Council vote, or temporarily added or suspended through an executive order of Mandalore.

Section 2. Official Member Duties
In becoming an Official Member you enter into a contractual relationship with the MMCC to perform
certain duties, and in turn the MMCC agrees to provide you with certain rights and privileges. The duties
of an Official Member are as follows:
1. Own and maintain a Mandalorian costume that has successfully passed the MMCC application
approval process
a. Includes maintaining the approved Mandalorian costume to meet current MMCC
Costume Requirement Lists (CRLs)
2. Participate in a minimum of 1 “Invasion” event per-year
a. Event must be submitted via the event reporting system on the MMCC official forums
b. Unless a waiver is provided by the Archivist, Mandalore, or participation requirements
have been changed or suspended international through an executive order of Mandalore
3. Abide by all MMCC rules, regulations, guidelines, and traditions
4. Ensure email/contact information is up to date on MMCC forum profile, and notify the Archivist
of any change in physical address
5. Be a constructive member who cultivates fellowship and camaraderie within the MMCC
6. Obey the valid orders of clan, region, and international officers
7. Respond, in a timely manner, to any communication sent to you by a clan, region, and/or
international officer
8. Allow MMCC use of in-costume or in-livery pictures for public relations purposes
9. Maintain MMCC’s global stance as a political and religiously neutral organization

Section 3. Expulsion from MMCC/Dar’manda
Unfortunately there are times when an official member must be expelled from the MMCC. Such an
expulsion comes from a Tribunal judgment, or as an executive order from Mandalore. An official
member who has been expelled from the MMCC shall lose all rights & privileges of membership within
the MMCC. The term “Dar’manda” is used to codify individuals who’ve been expelled from the club.
1. Individual’s forum account shall be suspended, Official Member tag removed, and membership
catalog number retired
2. Individual shall be removed from all applicable organization programs (Brigades, Order of
Ori’ramikad, Hawker’s Guild, etc)
3. Individual shall be barred from participating in any international, regional, or clan event(s)
4. Individual shall be removed from any imagery used by MMCC at all organizational levels
5. Individual shall be prohibited from purchasing MMCC livery of any nature
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MMCC reserves the right, through formal agreements with the Galactic Senate, to request reciprocity on
expelled individuals from Galactic Senate member organizations those individuals may also hold
membership in. Galactic Senate member organizations include:
●
●
●
●
●

Rebel Legion
The Dark Empire
Droidbuilders
Galactic Academy
SaberGuild

MMCC also reserves the right to request reciprocity from the 501st Legion.
Depending on the violation that led to their expulsion, the individual may be permitted to reapply for
membership after a time decided by a tribunal judgment or Mandalore. If readmitted, this member will be
under a period of probation decided on by Mandalore.

